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LEGALFOXES LAW TIMES
CHILD LABOUR IN INDIA: PROBLEMS, CHALLENGES AND
PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES
By: Dev lohia

Abstract
Child work might be an intricate issue and hence we feel the need of our incorporated
methodology and along these lines the inclusion of all segments of society to handle this issue
directly from its underlying foundations. I. Right to endurance; ii. Right of insurance; iii. Right
to Development; iv. Right to Participation. Child is arranged as that class of the general public
which is generally at risk to misuse and manhandled. he's viewed as the daddy of the individual.
along with his present made sure about and ensured with the fundamental rights essential for
development and improvement, we secure the more drawn out term of the state. India has very
10 million kids filling in as kid worker in modern and family arrangements. These kids are in
danger of physical and mental maltreatment at work environment along with working in risky
manufacturing plant arrangement at least or no wages. the child worker is unfilled training,
wellbeing and quality that is fundamental for their development. Such exercises hinder scholarly
and character advancement. Neediness, movement, low family procuring, social conditions and
so on drives a child to powerfully add exploitative conditions. it's compulsory the govt to require
comprehension of the disgraceful condition of the child and start measure to maintain the
principal common freedoms of the child. Usage of Constitutional shields and appropriate
authorization of enactments still on the grounds that the dynamic part of legal executive and
public spirted individual are the key factor which have perceived the nefarious working
environment of child workers and made undertakings to repay the situation of child.
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Introduction
Adolescence might be a powerless stage where one is guileless and basically subject to misuse.
because of such sensible nature of a child it's appropriate to see that an extraordinary
consideration and assurance is to be granted to the child. Offspring of today are the more drawn
out term of tomorrow. Child work and subjugation has been by and by since past. beside
Kautilya, all the administrators were quiet on the act of child work and brutal state of youths as
slaves. the youths were totally the property of the fogeys and were sold as belongings. Shielding
the interest of a little child at a youthful age not just guarantees a wellbeing and development
with possibilities of future turn of events and expert progression. Kid has a place with the first
weak class of the general public, with no opportunity to work out its future and constancy on
guardians or family the child is touchy towards misuse, abuse and abuse. The exploitative
structure, disproportionate turn of events, unfair asset proprietorship with its relationship of
enormous scope joblessness and miserable neediness have contributed towards expanding kid
work among the nations. a generous number child these days encounters the first incredibly
dreadful sorts of juvenile work which joins Child Slavery, Child prostitution, Child Trafficking,
Child Soldiers. In present day season of texture and inventive advancement, kids in
fundamentally every nation are truly viciously mishandled. The official figure of youth work
overall is 13million. Notwithstanding, the genuine number is altogether higher. Of the evaluated
250million youngsters between the ages of 5 and 14 who are monetarily incredible, some spot
inside the extent of 50million to 60million between the ages of 5 and 11 are occupied with
deplorable types of work. Among the ten to 14year-old adolescents the working rate is
41.3percent in Kenya, 31.4percent in Senegal, 30.1percent in Bangladesh, 25.8percent in
Nigeria, 24percent in Turkey, 17.7percent in Pakistan, 16.1percent in Brazil, 14.4percent in
India, 11.6percent in china.

Constitutional and legislative safeguards
The Constitution of India is that the grundnorm and hotspot for all the enactments in India. With
a communist example, the Preamble targets giving equity of status and opportunity and freedom
from subjection and of individual everywhere to any or all the residents of India, including the
children. The Preamble to our constitution is over only 63 words totally organized and classified
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in some regulating sentence; most altogether it's about the vote based desires and standards of the
individuals of India.
The Constitution of India, 1950 under Article 24 1 restricts the use of adolescents younger than
fourteen in any manufacturing plant or mine or any establishment of perilous nature.
Simultaneously, Article 472 makes a commitment on the State to support the degree of
sustenance and in this manner the way of life and to help general wellbeing. Article
39(e)3provides that "the wellbeing and quality of laborers, men and young ladies, and
accordingly the youthful period of children aren't manhandled which residents aren't constrained
by financial need to enter diversions unsatisfactory to their age or quality” and Article 39(f) 4cast
a principal obligation on the govt. to ensure that "kids are given chances and offices to create
during a sound way and in states of opportunity and poise which adolescence and youth are
secured against misuse and against good and material surrender individually
Among all the current issues, the Constitutional designers were fixed on the state of the children
inside the nation. They full-fledgedly embraced the difficulty to make sure about the more drawn
out term of the state by taking measures to protect the child from misuse and furnishing the child
with the rights that are basic for the right development and soundness of a baby.
The council is endowed with the chief errand of drafting Bills and instituting Acts resounding
with the assurance and improvement of the residents. Following the obligations gave under the
Constitution of India, the Parliament has instituted plenty of rules that are arranged towards
precluding work of youths under fourteen and guaranteeing appropriate working condition for
the young people with legitimate wages for work. Some of the rules which disallow child work
in any foundation are given underneath:

The Factories Act, 1948

1

Article 24, Constitution of India, 1950
Article 47, Constitution of India, 1950
3
Article 39(e), Constitution of India, 1950 states the wellbeing and quality of labourers, men and young ladies
4
Article 39(f),principal obligation on the govt. to ensure that "kids are given chances and offices to create during a
sound way.
2
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Part VII of the Act is identified with work of youthful people. A kid who has not finished his
fourteenth year is precluded from working in any manufacturing plant. Only the juvenile 5or a
kid who has finished his fourteenth year is allowed to chip away at receipt of declaration of
wellness which will not be given except if the specialist is fulfilled that the child has finished his
fourteenth year and have essential actual norm and is good for such work. The term and timings
of work was fixed to not more than four and half hour consistently in an organization6and
between 6 A.M. what's more, 7 P.M. in an industrial facility7.

ii. The Mines Act, 1952
Forbiddance on the work of any individual under eighteen in any mine or part thereof is given
under Section 40 of the Act 8. It additionally restricts an individual9 under eighteen years to be
available in any working environment identified with mines, be it under or over the ground.

iii. Least Wages Act, 1948
The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 accommodates obsession by State Government of least time
pace of wages, least piece pace of wages, ensured time paces of wages 10 for different
occupations and, territories of class of work and grown-up, young people, kids and disciples.

iv. The Plantation Labor Act, 1951
A youngster, according to the meaning of this Act, implies an individual11 who has not finished
his fifteenth year. It covers all tea, espresso, elastic, cinkona and cardmom estate which measure
177 hectares or more, in which at least 30 people are utilized. A kid who has achieved the age of
twelve and has an authentication12 of wellness is allowed to work under this foundation.

v. The beedi and cigar workers(condition of employment) act, 1966

5

NeeraBurra. Born to work. Published by Oxford University Press, Walton street, Oxford oxz 6DP. 1995.
Pramila H Bhargava. The elimination of child labour whose responsibility?
7
I.C. Golaknath&Ors v. State of Punjab &Anrs
8
Section 40, The Mines Act, 1952
9
Article 24, Consitution of India, 1950
10
Id, Article 47
11
Article 39(e), Constitution of India, 1950
12
Id, Article 39(f)
6
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The Act, with its application all through India, restricts the work of kids under fourteen in any
mechanical premises and denies the work of youngsters in the age gathering of13 fourteen to
eighteen years between 7 p.m. what's more, 6 a.m. in the premises or somewhere else.

vi. The Children Act, 1960
The Children Act 1960 is "an Act to accommodate the consideration14, security, support,
government assistance, preparing, schooling and restoration of disregarded or delinquent kids
and for the preliminary of delinquent kids in the Union domains". It gives that abuse of kid
representatives will be culpable with fine which may reach out to 1,000 rupees.

vii. The Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act
An exact meaning of child is given as one who has not finished his fourteenth year and forbids
the work of kids under fourteen years old. The Act characterizes the establishments where the
kid is restricted from being occupied with any sort of work under Section 3

15

of the Act and have

been arranged as Part 1 and Part 2. Part III of the Act manages the Regulation of Conditions of
Work of Children. It says, "no kid will be required or allowed to work in any foundations in
overabundance of such number of hours as might be endorsed for such foundation or class of
foundations." With the point of prosperity of a child the enactment perceives the unnecessary and
productive work done by a kid and has effectively taken measures to disallow abuse of kid and
advancement of wellbeing and security at work environment.

Preventive strategies
Various NGO's and cognizant working environments are giving the essential direction to
working adolescents for instance in their work place Pratham Org. begun - Bridge class, consider
to class, relaxation action class and Vidhayak Sansad began the Bhonga Shala at Vitbhatti and
that they are making open school, shibeer shala, sort out school, Ashram Shala, and so on they
attempt to bring the in standard of direction to forestall the occasion of teenagers. to get a handle
13

Section 24 & 25, The Beedi and Cigar
Id, Section 69
15
Section 3, Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986
14
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on the working conditions and gives them getting ready as their right, the alliance which are
working for adolescents are embarking to the work environment and giving them direction with
the objective that the young people don't visit the resources, yet the varsity is made at whatever
point the shildrenare utilizing this technique the connection are attempting to search out the
everyday environments, sound status and food work environments. as an illustration Pratham,
M.V. Establishment. Vidhayak Sansad, Door Step. Government and NGO's are trying to utilize
procedures that rather than work vigorous genius ought to be utilized and continue a key decent
ways from kid work. In metropolitan organizations like Mumbai the educational framework is
generally associated with district and furthermore the youngsters who get planning from city
schools are commonly helpless kids. Before long multi day various NGO's are attempting to
develop the idea of direction in metropolitan schools and try to make is consistently historic
which can decrease the drop dominate of the understudies. Today a limited quantity of the
affiliations are changing their view to decide young adult work issue yet they offer sensibly
fundamental to getting ready edge since they're accepting direction to be a major right of
children. For instance Balprafulta, Pratham, M.V. Establishment, Yuva, Door Step, Vidhayak
Sansad, etc.

Salvage and rehabilitation procedures
Several affiliations are pushing toward the recovery of the child work are helping the children to
redirect out from the repulsive conditions. since it is viewed the above coherent examination. as
an illustration Team and Ideal activity, and so forth Through "Gathering" the work is being
conveyed consequently two zones that implies the 'Source District' and 'Get District'. Source
region recommends from where the children are brought as an illustration Bihar, U.P., M.P.,
Orissa, and Rajasthan. Moreover, the get region deduces where the youths are brought. for
instance metropolitan zones like Mumbai, Delhi, and Kolkata. it's fundamental to figure inside
the two locale since the entirety of the working environments inside the Task Force go with the
working kids. as an illustration Instruction Dept., Labor Dept., C.W.C., J.J. Board, Women and
Child Development Dept. furthermore, Child Labor Act.6,716

MV establishment
16

Prof. Saleem Aktar, Child labour in India
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MV Foundation is doing coordinate intervention with adolescents and their kin by visiting their
homes and doing their overseeing and from it persuade them for direction. MV Foundation and
furthermore these sort of association are attempting to dispose of the things with are made by the
young adult work and the alliance are in like way trying that everyone mustn't utilize these
things. MV Foundation is sponsorship given to young people there who are monetarily
progressively around. MV Foundation drove follow of ZP schools to require a gander at the
movement of drop on the off chance that they saw high movement of drop-out they will take
bona fide action with teenagers, guardians and getting ready framework. MV Foundation made
guards and instructors relationship to move planning.

Government
Some administrative appraisals got a handle on by the association to battle youth add India. The
International Labor Conference Resolution, 1979 called denying young adult work and for
refining measures at whatever point childwork couldn't be immediately dispose of (I.L.O. 1979).
the child Labor (prevention and rule) Act, 1986 17and National Policy on Child Labor (N.C.L.P)
1987 dispatched the system for state program to see or pariah the young adult work show.
Government in like way tries to make some strategy and exercises like Integrated Education
Campaign (Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan) through half time school, contact class, think about class,
coordinate class undertaking and Mahatma Phule Education Guarantee Scheme through in
country spaces they execute the open school, organize school. During this program they work
together with N.G.Os and attempt to encourage all youth’s standard of direction.

Child work act
Child Labor (constrainment and rule) Act, 1986 says that kid work recommends who has not
finished his 14years old and managing in risky areas. Dependably child ought to get in some
unknown time later on occasion, this can be picked by proprietor. Child should work just six
hours and one hour child ought to get rest. At whatever point N.G.Os like Pratham, MV
Foundation, Vidhayak Sansad, Yuva, Doorstep, and so forth at the measure of salvage task they

17

Id
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utilize this show with the help of police structure, work division, youth government assistance
board, adolescent worth board and area official, and so on

How government use kid work Act, 1986
To know reality about kid work, Maharashtra government concentrated on 10th November1997
to 31st May 1997. All together that they found that 1002children working in various age lines
were had a spot with kid work. Subsequently the association destroyed aim on the 992owners,
guaranteed 199kid work and that they recorded case on 310owners.

Target framework
It incorporates people who are adding to the issue and might be affected by change
administrators so on handle the issue. the objective structures here are according to the
accompanying:
I. Monetary frameworks; ii. Owners; iii. Clients.

Political framework
Inconsistent movement of progress programs
a. Disregard of nation section
b. Unjust land transport continuing poverty achieving adolescent Work
c. Insufficient prerequisite of work laws
d. Wasteful government assistance programs
e. Insufficient adult capability programs remarkably for ladies

Legitimate framework
Guidance framework
The fundamental Right of Education Covers the age get-together of 6–14years while show to
Rights of children ensures the preparation of children from 6–18years. Here we will see the
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source inside the age factor. Furthermore there's game plan made for the child to continue with
preparing after the age of 14–18years. Other main issues that expansion the disappointment of
universalisation of training 18 are:
a. Unavailability of universities
b. Helpless establishment in schools
c. Poor and unessential instructive arrangement
d. Disposition of teachers towards adolescents
e. In appealing teaching frameworks

Movement framework
NGO'S and individuals' association
These is relationship, for example, Pratham, MV Foundation, Campaign against kid work
(CACL) et al taking care of equivalent issues in different zones, for example, giving guidance
(non-formal and enrolment to formal schools), prosperity workplaces, rescue and reclamation of
those children and Advocacy and afterward forward.

Media
It has the ability to affect people and make care about the trouble and its connected issues. Since,
it's an enormous spread instrument and might be used firmly to affect people's choices snared in
to the real factors given on paper or electronic media. Media can moreover be used to incite the
help of the mass for the trouble by focusing extraordinarily at more modest scope and full scale
levels.

Political framework
The completion of juvenile work can't be the necessity o f a particular assistance, division or
office. Various organizations, dept's, must social affair to pool their energies and assets as will

18

challenges and remedies-an analysis
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adjust the get-together of a multi pronged focused and thorough way to deal with game plan with
this surprising issue. The get together needs to prompt huge framework, to organize and at
whatever point required enroll the assistance of rumored NGO's for the exchange of juvenile
work. Improvement of gathering which wires pros from different divisions like work dept.,
police dept, kid government assistance driving gathering of trustees, and so on keep alert and
utilization of laws.

General set of laws
The Supreme Court judgment in December, 1996, composed that a proportion of Rs. 20,000 be
accumulated from managers as get hold of each youth work used. This money likely could be
utilized for fitting corpus account for the adolescent's preparation and government assistance. we
can see here that each one authorizations to fight adolescent work are equipped to test demand
and not gracefully. the need should jump on preventive evaluations, for example, working
alongside the preparation structure to beat the issue.

Education system
Free and mandatory guidance to all children up to the time of 14years in the certified and
convincing response for the issue of adolescent work. Through the powerful execution of this
critical Right to Education, Child Labor will be discarded. After the 93rd amendment of the
constitution, Education has been made a significant suitable to all adolescents and as shown by
CRC every kid has an advantage to preparing under Article 28 19. Additional spending
distributions should be given to fundamental preparing. Kid Labor and its end is one of the
critical challenges in the field of preparing today.

Overall issues of child labour

19

Article 28 Indian constitution 1950
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As per the UK Committee for UNICEF, disheartening is the most remarkable factor adding to
child work. Also, "responsibility, extended military spending plans and aide change errands
compelled by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, have disintegrated the limit
of different associations to give direction and associations to kids, and have moreover pushed up
costs for focal necessities". (For more data on these viewpoints, additionally watch this current
site's zone on clarifications behind sadness and the dangerous colleague change frameworks). A
business is generally not allowed to enlist a young adult underneath a specific least age. This
base age relies on the nation and the sort of work included. States avowing the Minimum Age
Convention got by the International Labor Organization in 1973, have gotten a handle on least
ages fluctuating from 14 to 16. Child work laws in the United States set the base age to work in a
foundation without obstacles and without guardians' assent at age 16, adjacent to the nation
business where youngsters as enthusiastic as 12years old enough can work in the fields for
innumerable non-school hours. See Children's Act for Responsible Employment (CARE
Act).The movement of child work on the planet diminished from 25% to 10% some spot in the
extent of 1960 and 2003, as per the World Bank.

Ill Defined situations
The issue of child work could be a troublesome issue and it's simply by virtue of financial
reasons that oldsters regularly need their youngsters to be utilized in order to have the option to
make a decent living. the probability of increasing their pitiful profit through work of children is
incredibly frequently the clarifications why guardians don't send their kids to varsities and there
are enormous dropouts from the school. Poverty and low acquiring of the family powers an
infant to disregard his wellbeing and mind and connect in establishment as kid work.
Youngsters are most in danger of work as they're accessible effectively with ease of business or
wages. Child work come up short on the bartering power and are effectively replaceable making
them subject to use in conditions that are risky to their wellbeing, improvement and prosperity.
Kids are delicate and essentially sensible and might use at a lower cost when contrasted with
grown-ups, this drives the whole idea of child work. inside the desire of keeping away from the
estimation of creation the processing plants, businesses and different foundations, the businesses
actuate the child worker to risky and exploitative conditions at extravagantly low wages.
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Movement from geographic area to metropolitan spots or to an alternate state looking for
business additionally drives the child into the grasp of child work. Absence of chance and food
instigates a baby to figure in any event, for pitiful wages for exploitative hours and state of work.
Absence of formal training is also a reason for child work. School drop-out because of absence
of assets or ill-advised tutoring conditions even actuates an infant to enter working foundations
to flexibly bread for themselves and their family.
Featuring the connection of schooling and kid work, the Delhi state high court in Court on its
own Motion v. Govt. of NCT Delhi noticed: "the present kids comprise the upcoming future. to
ensure a brilliant path forward for our children, we must affirm that they're instructed and not
abused. Truth be told, youngsters are the principal weak individuals from any general public.
they're qualified for extraordinary consideration and help because of their physical and mental
youthfulness. The issue is more confounded in non-industrial nations like our own, where
youngsters exist in relationship with ignorance and neediness."

Recommendations
Child work is a difficult that is established inside the center of the general public. it's not
adequate to establish rules and arrangements of execution of child work. The creator proposes
certain proposals which might be useful inside the capture and anticipation of child work.
1. there's no clear meaning of child work inside the Indian Statutes. With variety inside the base
period of business it's hard to catch kid work. it's recommended that there should be a thorough
and indistinguishable meaning of child work for all the ventures and managing foundation.
2. Instruction is straightforwardly connected with child work. With youngsters inside the school
and given proper instruction it's anything but difficult to hinder kids from the gripped of child
work. The arrangements of Article 21A

20

and Right to Education Act ought to be altogether

actualized. An investigation of the working of state schools ought to try and be led to ensure that
quality training is given and greatest understudies are conceded at school.
3. Rehabilitative and reformative exercises ought to be directed for the youths who are
discovered working in risky foundations. Arrangement ought to be made for guaranteeing that
20

Article 21A Indian Constitution 1950
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their psychological, passionate and actual wellbeing is achieved after they're spared from risky
foundations.
4. a baby is constrained to figure in helpless conditions inferable from his condition.
Arrangements ought to be made to empower self-reliance by showing create or giving preparing
in certain exchange.
5. an infant is allowed to use as help to the family or in family establishments. What comprises
as family foundations and help to the family comes up short on a specific definition. It’s relevant
to characterize the term family establishments to organization of oldsters or hindu-unified family
ensure that the gracefully isn't abused because of crocked individuals.

Activities against child work
In 1979, the Indian government encompassed the Gurupadswamy Committee to look out about
juvenile work and hopes to house it. the child Labor Prohibition and Regulation Act weren't
mentioned dependent on the suggestions of the board in 1986. A National Policy on Child Labor
was described in 1987 to focus on restoring young people working in risky occupations. The
Ministry of Labor and Employment had executed around 100 industry-express National Child
Labor Projects to restore the kid masters since 1988. Activities towards Elimination of child
Labor–Action Plan and Present Strategy. the trouble of youth work keeps conversing with a test
before the nation. Government has been taking unmistakable master one of a kind measures to
oblige this issue. Regardless, considering the scale and level of the trouble which it's essentially a
cash related issue indistinctly identified with edginess and nonappearance of guidance, it requires
purposeful endeavors from all domains of everybody to frame an engraving inside the issue.

Non-administrative affiliations
Different NGOs like CARE India, Child Relief and You, Global walk around juvenile work, and
so on are attempting to demolish kid add India. In 2005, Pratham, an Indian NGO was connected
with one in everything about easiest salvage tasks when around 500adolescent workers were
protected from zari sweatshops in North East Delhi in any case kid work actually goes on today.
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Targets of the examination


To research the financial and social improvement of the child work in India.



To audit the budgetary guide plans and endeavors made by the govt. what's more, NonGovt. associations/offices for the upliftment of child work for social and monetary
upliftment for the human asset improvement.



To comprehend the issues and prospects of child work and to propose the adequate
solutions for beat them.

Examination procedure
Assortment of data
The current examination is that the reality discovering investigation of the child work in India;
subsequently the ideal information for the examination was drawn from essential and auxiliary
sources.

Essential information
As lion's share of the child work couldn't peruse and compose. sThere’s a prerequisite to contact
independently, for this; essential information is produced by talk with technique from the
investigation territory. Following was the timetable of structures.

Optional information
Optional information is gathered from the different sources like existing writing as books
composed on this and comparable subjects, research papers, Govt. Distributions and Bulletins,
reports of the govt and Non-Government Organizations, the periodicals, Journals and different
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distributions made accessible by library offices, distributed and unpublished records and reports
of the govt. also, related sites.

Conclusion
Children constitute the nation’s valuable human resources. The future well being of the nation
depends on how its children grow and develop. The great poet Milton said “Child Shows the
man as morning shows the day”. So it is the duty of the society to look after every child with a
view to assuring full development of its personality. Children are the future custodians and torch
bearers of the Society: they are the messengers of our knowledge, cultural heritage, ideologies
and philosophies. Children are really future components in the form of great teachers, scientists,
judges, rulers, doctors, planners, engineers, politicians on whom the entire society founded
(rests). Unfortunately millions of children are deprived of their childhood and right to education
and there by them are subjected to exploitation and abuse.Child labour is one of the broad social
issues that require getting resolved on an urgent basis. This step is incomplete without the
support of parents as well as the government. Kids carry a flourishing prospect of any developing
nation. Thus, they should be a considerable concern of all the citizens. Nobel Peace Laureate,
Kailash Satyarthi, the Indian Children’s Rights Activist, believes that child labour could be
abolished only through collaborative action, dedication at political level, sufficient capital and
compassion for the needy children. The Government and the stakeholders like him, with their
organisations, are working closely to root out this social evil by 2025.Child work is a malevolent
that prowls inside the general public gratitude to different issues like destitution, absence of
financial security and training, social conditions, and so forth it restrains development of child as
well as, additionally wrecks all planned development openings that may have guaranteed a
promising future to the person in question. With consent to be utilized in family foundations after
school hours, when no appropriate meaning of family organizations is given, it gets hard to catch
the wrongdoers. Drafting and sanctioning enactments and Codes isn't the base arrangement
thereto. What’s vital is that the capture attempt of the offense of child work and thorough usage
of corrective arrangements of the rules. The obligation doesn't end here, it's essential that the
child is restored and given all the scholastic, recreational, reformatory help that may make him
independent and empower him to make sure about circumstances which will guarantee a
promising future according to their abilities.
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Adolescence is considered as a brilliant age and child work smudges this brilliant age with the
stains of misuse, savagery and physical and psychological mistreatment. it's fundamental to
maintain the privileges of child laborers and thwart them from the ceaseless circle of child work
and strongly low wages. Child is that the dad of an individual. With is future made sure about we
guarantee him a brilliant tomorrow as well as, likewise assemble any desires for a promising path
forward for country.
Child work is both a financial practice just as a social fiendishness. The given country economy
with its exceptionally low paying brief improvement and a mass of chaotic horticultural work,
the frequency of developing kid work can't be handily captured, regularly the current phase of
monetary development is accused for the monstrous disquietude of the general public and
youngsters are viewed as a financial resource for their folks. It gets propagated by social
disregard as far as segregation because of standing framework where child workers are
frequently from the most minimal stations. Obtuseness and misuse by upper position/class which
drives them to abuse and unfortunate channels of work

